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Illuminate
good times
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We believe in the quality of our 
lamp range. To prove that we 
have given an impressive 2-year 
warranty on all our lamps.

Quality guaranteed.

2-year
warranty

Every restaurant has its own unique 
lighting set-up. Which also means 
that in many cases a standard lamp 
could be too bright or too dim.

Set the perfect ambiance for any 
table with the Securit® Dimmable 
possibilities.

Dimmable

Create a beautiful setting with a 
beautiful table lamp. But of course 
you don’t want to ruin it by ugly 
cables.
 
Securit® table lamps have an easily 
rechargeable built-in battery 
so your guests can enjoy their 
evenings for hours and hours, 
anywhere.

Built-in 
battery

When there are people having fun, 
drinks get spilled. When there is 
sunshine, eventually there will be rain. 
But who wants to worry about that?

The Securit® table top lamps are 
resistant to weather conditions.

Water
resistant



Michelle

Built in
battery

1 m

LP-BL-TA  |  28x15x15cm  |  0,7kg
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Water resistant

Full LED light fixture

Built-in battery 10-20 hours capacity

Fully CE certified

2-year warranty. Quality guaranteed

One meter charging cable included

Dimmable

Light up your terrace, table or bar with 
our water-resistant wireless Securit® Table 
Lamp. It comes with three attachable 
chalkboard tags to write down your 
special of the day, table number, 
reservation, or any other info you want to 
show your visitors. The table lamp with 
black base has an integrated LED and 
battery with a burn time up to 20 hours. 
This two stage dimmable lamp has a warm 
white light and is easily rechargeable with 
the included USB cable. For indoor and 
outdoor use.

Table
Lamps



Marrakech

LP-MA-BL  |  18x16x16cm  |  0,5kg
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Create a beautiful classy environment with 
our Securit® Table Lamp. The patterns 
in the lamp shade create beautiful 
reflections on the table and environment. 
The table lamp with warm white light has 
integrated LED lights and a removable 
lamp unit. This three-stage dimmable 
lamp has a burn time of up to 60 hours 
depending on light intensity. Easy to use 
USB Type-C charging cable included. 



Built in
battery

1 m
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Water resistant, IP54-rated

Full LED light fixture

Built-in battery 10-20 hours capacity

Fully CE certified

2-year warranty. Quality guaranteed

One meter charging cable included

Easy magnetic charging cable included

No need to plug in the cable. Just snap it on.

Easy
charging

Stageless 
dimmable

Dim each lamp to the perfect brightness.

Table
lamps
magnetic
charging

Stageless dimmable



RomeMilano

1 2

Milano & Rome

1   LP-MI-BL-TP  |  26x10x10cm  |  0,6kg
2   LP-RO-GD-BL  |  26x10x10cm  |  0,6kg
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Dim each lamp to the perfect brightness.

This classy table lamp will enhance any 
stylish environment. This table lamp is 
sure to be a beautiful addition to any 
table or bar setting without being too 
obtrusive. With warm white light has 
integrated LED lights. This stageless 
dimmable lamp has a burn time of up to 
20 hours depending on light intensity and 
is suitable for indoor and outdoor use with 
its IP54 rating. Magnetic charging cable 
included for easy charging, great for when 
you have multiple lamps. 



Monte-Carlo Malta

1 2 3 4

Malta
& Monte-Carlo

1   LP-MC-BL  |  21x8x8cm  |  0,3kg
2    LP-MC-WT  |  21x8x8cm  |  0,3kg
3   LP-MT-WT  |  21x9x9cm  |  0,2kg
4   LP-MT-BL  |  21x9x9cm  |  0,2kg
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Modern design water resistant mini table lamp with 
integrated LED and battery. Dimmable warm white light. 
Easily rechargeable using the included USB cable. Great for 
both indoor and outdoor use. The lamp also offers a 2-year 
warranty, can be used outdoors and is dimmable for the 
perfect ambience. Magnetic charging cable included for easy 
charging, great for when you have multiple lamps. 



Florence

LP-FL-BL  |  26x9x9cm  |  0,8kg
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Beautifully illuminate both the table 
and the flowers in this elegant vase 
table lamp. Featuring a downward and 
upward directed light. This dimmable 
table lamp has a burn time of up to 15 
hours depending on light intensity and is 
suitable for indoor and outdoor use with 
its IP54 rating. Magnetic charging cable 
included for easy charging, great for when 
you have multiple lamps. 



Paris

LP-PA-BL  |  13x8x8cm  |  0,45kg
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Highlight your special wine offer, or just make a 
creative table top solution with any bottle with 
this table lamp with integrated LED and battery. 
Two attachments included to be compatible with 
a closed bottle and to serve as a cork replacement. 
This stageless dimmable lamp has a burn time of 
up to 20 hours depending on light intensity and is 
suitable for indoor and outdoor use with its IP54 
rating. Magnetic charging cable included for easy 
charging, great for when you have multiple lamps. 



Barcelona

LP-BA-BL  |  20x11x8cm  |  0,2kg
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Give your customers the ultimate service 
experience with this Barcelona table light. Tap the 
button on top and the lamp turns green to indicate 
a service request. No more shouting guests or 
waving arms. The longer the light is green, the 
brighter the light gets (3 levels). Dimmable warm 
white light.  Great for both indoor and outdoor use. 
The lamp also offers a 2-year warranty, can be used 
outdoors and is dimmable for the perfect ambience. 
Magnetic charging cable included for easy 
charging, great for when you have multiple lamps. 



Built in
battery

1 m
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Water resistant, IP54-rated

Full LED light fixture

Built-in battery 10-20 hours capacity

Fully CE certified

2-year warranty. Quality guaranteed

One meter charging cable included

Easy magnetic charging cable included

Table
lamps
Trolley
compatible

Trolley compatible

Stageless dimmable



LP-TRO-36  |  130x69x52cm  |  19,7kg
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The game 
changer

The time saving way

for charging your table lights.

Securit’s wireless lamp charging station stores and charges up to 36 LED table lamps 
simultaneously in just 4 hours. It’s user-friendly and convenient, making it perfect for 
bars, restaurants, hotels, and entertainment venues. Manufactured in Europe with 4 
wheels and a 2-year warranty, this aluminum construction is not only durable but also 
elegant and fits any decor. It’s an essential tool for professionals seeking an efficient and 
convenient charging solution. 
Compatible with : LP-FE-BL, LP-FE-WT, LP-GE-BL, LP-GE-WT, LP-AN-BL, LP-AN-WT.

Charging trolley*
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1

Feline

1   LP-FE-BL  |  38x11x11cm  |  0,8kg
2   LP-FE-WT  |  38x11x11cm  |  0,8kg
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Make a statement with this elegantly designed 
wireless LED table lamp. Water resistant lamp with 
integrated battery. Dimmable warm white light. 
Easily rechargeable using the included USB cable. 
Great for both indoor and outdoor use. The lamp 
also offers a 2-year warranty, can be used outdoors 
and is dimmable for the perfect ambience. Easy 
magnetic charging cable included. 
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1

Angelina

1   LP-AN-BL  |  30x10,5x10,5cm  |  0,3kg
2   LP-AN-WT  |  30x10,5x10,5cm  |  0,3kg
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A stylish minimal lamp designed to be almost 
invisible thanks to it’s small profile. Water resistant 
lamp with integrated LED and battery. Dimmable 
warm white light. Easily rechargeable using the 
included USB cable. Great for both indoor and 
outdoor use. The lamp also offers a 2-year warranty, 
can be used outdoors and is dimmable for the 
perfect ambience. Easy magnetic charging cable 
included. 
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1

Georgina

1   LP-GE-BL  |  38x11x11cm  |  0,8kg
2   LP-GE-WT  |  38x11x11cm  |  0,8kg
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Modern design water resistant lamp with integrated 
LED and battery. Dimmable warm white light. 
Easily rechargeable using the included USB cable. 
Great for both indoor and outdoor use. The lamp 
also offers a 2-year warranty, can be used outdoors 
and is dimmable for the perfect ambience. Easy 
magnetic charging cable included. 
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Built in
battery
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Water resistant

Full LED light fixture

Built-in battery 8-20 hours capacity

Fully CE certified

2-year warranty. Quality guaranteed

Charging cable included

Parasol 
lighting

Berlin



LP-BE-40  |  40x4x1cm  |  0,2kg

LP-KO-BR  |  22x7x7cm  |  0,1kg

x3
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Easily and elegantly illuminate your parasol 
area with this sleek and modern looking 
parasol lighting solution. Three stage 
dimmable and three different light warmth 
intensities; from daylight (5500k) to cool white 
(3800k) and warm white (2800k). Professional 
extra durable quality. This dimmable table 
lamp has a burn time of up to 8 hours 
depending on light intensity and is suitable 
for indoor and outdoor use with its IP20 rating. 
Velcro and magnetic mounting hardware 
included. Easy to use USB Type-C charging 
cable included.

Easily and elegantly illuminate your parasol area with this rustic 
parasol lighting solution. Three lamps included with a warm 
white (2800k) light intensity. Detachable bulbs for easy charging 
without having to remove the entire unit. Professional extra 
durable quality. This dimmable table lamp has a burn time of 
up to 20 hours and is suitable for indoor use and outdoor use 
without direct exposure to rain with its IP44 rating. Easy to use 
USB Type-C charging cable included.

Copenhagen



Contact:
info@vermes.nl

+31 36 531 3554

www.securit.nl

Illuminate good times


